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1. Course Description
1. Outline of the lesson (Aim)
To acquire basic vocabulary and expressions for each theme, and aim to acquire grammatical
knowledge. The goal is to achieve a good balance of speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills with
a solid introduction and foundation in German.

2. Objectives of the class
To be able to master various scenes (greetings, coffee shops, introducing cities, taking appointments,
directions, etc.) and themes (occupation, vacation, German expressions).

3. Grading methods and criteria
Weekly homework and attendance: 33%, Intermediate test: 33%, Oral end of term: 33%

4. Textbooks / References Textbooks
Hilpert, Silke Schritte international Neu 3. Deutschals Fremdsprache / Kursbuch + Arbeitsbuch + CD
zum Arbeitsbuch (ISBN-13: 978-3193010841) Hueber Verlag

5. Contents of preparation study
It is absolutely necessary to study words every day so that you can follow the class. It is also helpful to
use my classmate German as much as possible. Submitting homework for a week is a prerequisite to
passing.

6. Other precautions for class registration
This class is linked to "Practice I / II" and "Conversation III / IV", so please be careful when
registering for class. This course is for German language students only. Students in other departments
must take the "International Communication" class. Exceeding three unauthorized absences will result in
ineligibility for grade evaluation.

7. Class contents
1. Arrival: Talk about unfortunate events
2. My home: Give a report
3. Meal: Invite a friend
4. Conversation: Call at work
5. Sport: Ask for preferences
6. Vocational training: Talk about the educational system
7. Gifts: Understand wedding messages
8. Weekend : Give polite suggestions
9. My things: Compare products
10. Communication: Understand mailbox messages
11. Going out: Understand traffic information
12. Travel: Understand travel agency phone calls, book travel
13. Money: About services Talking
14. Time of Life: Travel Suggestions
15. Conclusion and Exam


